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La victoire, René Magritte 1939
Ceci n’est pas une porte…

• Historical paths

•Tracks for the future



• 19th Century: the World’s very first marine station

Historical paths

Oostende
The Dune laboratory

1843

•The seventies: A new start for Belgian Marine Science

✓Connecting natural science disciplines 

✓Initiating gender balance

• The eighties: the Earth system vision

Land – Ocean - Atmosphere

• The nineties: Sustainable Development

Initiating communication between natural and social science

• Today: A planet issue and a participatory process  



1971: Awakening of environmental awareness

A new start for Belgian Marine Science

R&D National Program: Environment-Water-

Mathematical Model of the North Sea Project

Coordinator: Jacques Nihoul (ULg)

200 scientists (50% women) 

All Belgian universities and science disciplines

Field support: Belgian Navy

Multidisciplinary approach

Hydrodynamics
Chemistry

Biology

Geology

✓Very innovative 

✓Mutual respect 

between disciplines

But low synergy

✓no connection 

between Fresh and 

Marine waters



Field work: 

inequality between men & women

Back to the old times …

Waiting

Collecting for further processing



Le Soir, 10-02-1978

Press conference in 1978

Angry women



Laatste Nieuws 1/2/1978



Achievements
This novel research program did trigger the setting up of:

• Marine science new laboratories in all Belgian universities

• Marine science in education

• Multidisciplinarity synergies

• MUMM, VLIZ

• Sustained Belgian Federal funding  

• Initiating gender balance

• a true research vessel (decision in 1979!) in 1985

Happy women

Claire Bretecher



Personal achievements
Opportunity of combining the reductionist approach obtained by 

a Master in Biochemistry within a systemic approach of the 

marine ecosystem 

PhD: Eco-physiology of phytoplankton in the North Sea

✓New knowledge on phytoplankton species distribution and 

growth regulation

✓Contribution to the elaboration of the C and N annual budget 

in the water column

These two achievements were the starting point of my further 

carreer development in ecological/biogeochemical modeling. 

bacteria

sinking

recycling



Observation experimentation

modelin

g

Iterative development:

Unified strategy for complex ecological models 

multidisciplinary



The eighties: The Earth System Vision
Early awareness of the role of humanity in driving change at the 

planetary scale

Also the beginning of www…

 Era of Global Change Research



Earth System Vision

�Focus on interfaces: land-ocean-atmosphere

�Focus on Earth’s biological, chemical and physical 

processes and their interactions

�Multidisciplinary synergies feeding complex models 

for understand and hindcast/forecast prediction 

�International cooperation and implementation at 

global, regional and local scales: 

IGBP core projects i.e. LOICZ, SOLAS, IMBER… 

EU-FP5, FP6, FP7

BELSPO Global Change Programme



Hey, this holistic vision was 

applied to the Belgian waters

Joint venture between French 

freshwater and Belgian marine 

scientists; between ecologists, 

biogeochemists and modelers

Coupled watershed-coastal sea 

Biogeochemical models



The functioning of the Belgian coastal zone BCZ and its 

evolution can’t be studied without considering its 

boundaries and fostering multidisciplinarity synergies 

✓ NAO-driven climate

✓Transboundary flows

✓Human impact on multiple watersheds

✓Complexity of ecosystem responses: i.e.Trade-off 

between undesirable eutrophication (Phaeocystis

blooms & foam deposits) and climate regulation Eutrophication symptom
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Long term trends simulated in the BCZ 

Air-sea CO2

Nutrient reduction measures on the 

watershed has an opposite effect 

on water quality (undesirable 

eutrophication) and climate 

regulation (uptake of atmospheric 

CO2)

→ trade-off for environmental 

policies?

Cultural eutrophication: increased 

Phaeocystis (and foam deposition) 

and shift to an atm. CO2 sink

Diatoms

Phaeocystis

De-eutrophication (P): little 

Phaeocystis (and foam deposition) 

decrease and return to atm. CO2

release



The nineties: towards Sustainable Development

From professional judgment and political art towards 

science support to political decision

Early synergies between natural and social sciences



How can we choose the best 

nutrient reduction measure 

to improve water quality and 

reduce undesirable coastal 

eutrophication in the Belgian 

waters?   

Joint venture between freshwater 

and marine scientists and 

environmental economists: starting 

communication

Integrated impact assesment methodology



Integrating the coupled models in a DPSIR loop

Exploring possible scenarios

Story lines: realistic (short-term) or visionary (long-term)

Socio-ecological system



To what extent are the Best 

Environmental Measures (BEM) 

recommended by EU ecologically 

and economically efficient?

BEM: WWT >20000 IE + Integrated Agricultural Practices

Cost: 538 M€

Obtained reduction: significant but could be better 

Phaeocystis bloom (23%), foam duration (18%,6 days over 33) 

Specific cost: 

50 M€ per 106 Phaeocystis cells reduction

89 M€ per foam day reduction

Annual cost per family: 50 €

Realistic short-term scenario



16 d34 d

BAU

Significant improvement obtained both for river water quality and 

coastal waters

Is the society willing to accept that change? Are there other 

solutions?

Idealized long-term scenario: organic farming

 need to involve citizen in the decision process

 adaptative management



Strengthening the consultations 

between local citizen, scientists and 

policy communities and facilitates 

common strategies. 

AWARE project
How to achieve sustainable water ecosystems management connecting 

research, people and policy makers in Europe

http://www.aware-eu.net/

Achievements: Local North Sea conference 7th jan 2011

Open EU conference: Brussels, 9th June 2011

Towards an integrated adaptive ecosystem management

The BCZ chosen as model study

scientists Citizen + facilitator Stakeholders + facilitator

http://www.aware-eu.net/
http://www.aware-eu.net/
http://www.aware-eu.net/


Tracks for the future

How can you contribute resolving some of the big 

challenges faced by our ‘under pressure’ planet as: ?

• Climate change

• Ocean acidification

• Overfishing

• Harmful eutrophication

• food security

• energy

• clean water….



A few guidelines

• Be a Earth’s citizen

• Be involved in multidisciplary international 

networks and take responsibility

• Think globally and act locally

• Always do solid basic science whatever your 

expertise is (physics, chemistry, biology, 

mathematics, engineering, economics, politics,)

• Combine observational and theoretical fields

• Define properly your scientific question and 

secure good bibliographic research: creativity 

often happens by correlation of your different 

lectures 



Do solid basic science:  e.g.

Geo-engineering solutions for slowing climate changes



Elinor Ostrom, 2009 Nobel Laureate Economics, Chief 
Scientific Advisor of the conference 

Day 1: State of the planet: the latest knowledge about the 

pressures on the planet 

Day 2: Options and opportunities: exchanging knowledge 

about ways of reducing the pressures on the planet, 

promoting transformative changes for a sustainable 

future and adapting to changes in the global system 

Day 3: Challenges to progress

Day 4: Ways ahead: a vision for 2050 and beyond, 

Planete under pressure: 

new knowledge towards solutions

26-29 March 2012

London, UK

Attend Open Science Meetings: e.g


